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Old Morganians  
  NEWSLETTER No. 19, JUNE 2018 

Editor: Geoff. Marchant; NB: See bottom of page 8 for all contact details. 
 
 
Now that we have a great number of scanned pictures on the website drmorgans.com thanks 
to our website manager Greg Kett and Bill King's marvellous store of old school photos, I 
have been delving in to them and have found many that I did not know existed. The great 
majority I could not even put names to and even had to guess the occasion. I will therefore 
print some of them from time to time and see what memories they stir in you and whether 
you can put names to the events and teams or recognise some of the pupils involved – 
yourselves perhaps! So that would take us back to our younger days and as I also looked at 
the Haygrove school pictures at the “80 years of the school buildings” event last September, 
I thought it would be very appropriate to start this newsletter with one of their pictures 
which combines the two eras – a picture of present day Haygrove School pupils looking at 
some of those pictures on display of the Dr Morgan's School youngsters of our days and 
before in various sports and other events, hence the photo below: 
 

 
That doesn't leave me room on this page to show any of our old pictures in a reasonable size 
so at this point I will report that Ray Haines advised our committee in January that he 
wished to retire from the OM committee as he felt he had too many such committees to 
attend now. We all wish Ray many years of  “retirement” and thank him very much indeed 
for all the work he has put into Old Morganians, from writing his memories (which I am still 
continuing to print as space is available) to always being a help on committee and especially 
in welcoming members to the dinners. I can also report here that your committee have 
decided to add a further picture gallery onto the website and that will show members of the 
committee. I shall make sure Ray's picture is included to show his committee membership 
over many years. Dick Raymond took photos of the other members at the February meeting 
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and will get one of Bryan, our President, as he was ill at that time. Failing that, I have a very 
good one of Bryan and Harold Palmer at the 2017 dinner which we can use. 
 
Now following on with my theme of youngsters, but this time youngsters of the past. Can 
any one name the event or any of the pupils in the following two photos from the past and 
give us an approximate year? 
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In the March 2018 Newsletter I gave quite a lot of space to Ray Haines memories of DMS 
so this time I am going to go back to those of Dick Raymond which we started sometime 
ago and received the following comments on from Gordon Dickinson via Dick: 
Hi Geoff, 
I have just had a telephone call from Gordon Dickinson ( 1943-48) saying that he had just 
enjoyed reading the newsletter (as he always does) and correcting something I had put in 
the piece you printed  viz; it was not the Poplar School in the Grange. It was the Collegiate 
School to which he went prior to attending DMS so can talk with total authority! Now he 
has told me I can clearly see the sign in my minds eye! The Poplar School was based in 
Westover he tells me. It was pleasing to know that the rest of my bit he agreed with and 
had enjoyed having the memories rekindled. 
Gordon lives in Yorkshire and has not attended a dinner for a few years as he used to 
combine getting to the dinner with visiting a relative who is no longer around but he 
regularly pays his £4 so as to get the Newsletter. I was able to update him on various of his 
classmates current health status. 
It again emphasises how much your efforts are appreciated by those Old Boys who can no 
longer get back to the area. Regards, Dick
 
So concluding “Recollections of a Dr Morgan’s Grammar School Pupil 1944-1949” by 
Dick Raymond (see photo below addressing Haygrove attendees last September) continued 

from our June 2017 Newsletter: 
Discipline 
Under the reign of Mr Trenchard (until approx. 1946) corporal 
punishment was the main discipline. I remember one lad who had 
misbehaved on the Stowey bus being severely caned by Trout such 
that sitting down was difficult for several days. Mr Trenchard did 
regular rounds of the quadrangle during schooltime picking up all 
the miscreants who had been sent out during a lesson. If the end of 
lesson bell/buzzer went before he got to the boy then that was a 
reprieve- but the suspense increased the moment that the door 
opened onto the quad! The form teacher had the choice of sending 
the pupil directly to the Crush Hall from which there was no escape! 
When Mr Key replaced Mr Trenchard the discipline was largely 

replaced by writing out Standing Orders which most pupils seemed to feel was a 
backward step. I’m sure that this became acceptable in time. 

During Mr Trenchard’s headship other masters were authorised to use corporal punishment. 
Mr Gillard and Mr Storey used canes and Mr Lawrence preferred a Gym shoe. 
Others applied a clipped ear, whilst Mr Vaughan Jones would take a swing at the 
head and follow up with a well placed shoe when the individual ducked. Mr Cudlipp 
would quietly walk behind anyone who was not fully attentive and then apply a 
coiled middle finger to the earlobe. Some 70 years later I can still feel it! 

Some discipline was administered unofficially by senior boys. I remember one senior boy 
called Eames who, I would guess suffered with alopecia, as he was completely 
hairless. Boys would cruelly refer to him as “ Eggo”  which he generally coped with. 
One day one lad must have taunted him and I remember the individual being dragged 
into the 6th form common room and being given a severe beating with Eames' class 
mates blocking the door and window. I think that most thought that the punishment 
was deserved. 

I cannot remember any boy feeling that whatever discipline that was applied was unjustified. 
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Individual Teacher Characteristics 
Mr Trenchard: A short bespectacled stocky man who ran a tight ship and was keen that no 

boy caused the school to suffer any criticism. His office was off of the crush hall. 
The secretary’s office was next door. 

Mr Gillard: A stocky bespectacled man of red face which got redder as his temper rose. He 
had a pronounced lisp such that his opening line was “any faiwy stowies” when 
collecting homework. This homework was often returned by air in the general 
direction of the pupil. I believe that his office was in the tower by the staff room. 

Mr Storey: Slightly leaner and taller man who had his own office which fronted onto the 
quad. Often played the piano at morning assembly. I used to enjoy him playing “ For 
those in peril on the sea” with such enthuisiasm that the piano rocked and one could 
almost feel the waves breaking over the school. 

Mr Lawrence: A very fit man who still had a role in PT and sport which continued after Mr 
Hezeltine arrived. He always operated the starting gun at sports day. 

Mr Brydon: A short bald man who looked a bit like a mad professor. His party trick was to 
write on the blackboard with his right hand and then face the class whilst continuing 
to write with his left hand without the writing changing in appearance. 

Mr Rees: A slight fiery Welshman. His method of marking was to line the class against the 
workshop wall and juggle them into differing positions. He would then start at one 
end with “ 96, 94, 92, and so on. I don’t remember him using odd numbers. When he 
went into the stockroom the small wood offcuts would assume a life of their own and 
fly around. In one instance one hit the wall above the door as he came through. The 
lad who had propelled it owned up and was cornered against the wall and harangued 
for what seemed 10 minutes, but was probably 3, with spittle flying around his head 
and then told to “get out before I lose my temper!”. Some lads used to help Mr Rees 
set up lessons during lunchtime so it was often possible to guess who would win the 
BCL Engineering Award. Mr Rees always made sure that we had a reasonable tea 
caddy spoon and serviette ring to take home. Health & Safety would have gone 
bananas at the sink of acid with a loose wooden lid in the corner! 

Mr Cudlipp: He was a slight bespectacled man with reddish hair (as I remember). A very 
powerful middle finger of his right hand. He was keen that I continued with 
chemistry in the 6th form but I missed out in getting a credit in English Language in 
the Oxford School Certificate and therefore did not get a matriculation. I doubt that I 
would have followed his suggestion.. 

Mr Griffith: A quiet Welshman who probably appeared older than his actual age. After 
leaving school I saw him often at rugby matches and he always remembered my 
name and was interested in what I was doing. 

Mrs Griffith: Much like her husband. 
Mrs Thomas: Quite a smart lady who was replaced after a year or so by Mr Skelton who 

introduced all sorts of new areas into biology including a stream in the biology lab. 
Miss Jackman: A bespectacled young lady (possibly newly qualified teacher) 
Miss Whittingham: A smart big bosomed young lady, again possibly a newly qualified 

teacher. Neither she nor Miss Jackman were at the school long. 
            I always felt that Mr Hezeltine tended to appear in his white vest and take PE on the 

quad when Miss W was about. 
Mr Vaughan Jones: A tall spare man with a haggard face. An excellent Latin scholar who 

could really snarl out “ guttersnipe”. He sometimes got involved in refereeing rugby. 
Mr Fisher: Quite a handsome man who was rumoured to have been aircrew on bombers. He 

admitted to have been astounded that I got a credit in written French having failed 
oral miserably. I doubt that he was more astounded than I was. 

Mr Ovary: A very popular teacher who I never experienced. 
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Mr Middle: Another popular teacher who I didn’t encounter much. 
Mr Lipscomb: I remember him as a teacher who had problems maintaining discipline in the 

classroom. Maybe our class was expert at exploiting any perceived weakness. 
Mr Hezeltine: A very handsome man who seemed extremely fit. Another popular teacher. 
Mr Uzzell: A popular teacher who arrived approximately half way through my time at Dr 

Morgan’s. 
 
The standard of teaching I experienced was second to none and I feel nothing but gratitude 

for having been lucky enough to have experienced their teaching. 
 
Like most of us I thoroughly enjoyed my time at DMS and greatly appreciate the time and 

effort that the staff put in on my behalf. I suspect that all of us retain different 
memories, some good, some funny and some sad but few, if any, bad. I shall always 
be grateful that the only logarithms I can remember are the tan and co tan of an angle 
having seen it demonstrated by Butch Gillard using the forgetful pupil bent over a 
desk with a ruler held vertically and then brought sharply down to the words “the tan 
of an angle is perpendicular over base” . Whack! 

 
I end with a question and an apology. The question is that when I started at Dr Morgan’s 

pupils at other school used to shout that we were “ Dr Morgan’s ju ju ( possibly jew 
jew?) babies. Does anyone else remember this and know the reason why? I suspect 
that the boys shouting it probably didn’t know why but just did it because everyone 
else did! 

The apology is for anything which isn’t correct in the record of my memories. 

Thank you Dick for all that information and I will squeeze in one more photo from the past: 
 
I know (I think!) some boys by their names and others by face only. Can someone identify that lad second from 
the right in the back row? And also any others – many thanks in anticipation of a colossal number of e-mails in 
my 'Inbox'! The address is there in the box at bottom of page 8...and has been from the beginning of these 
newsletters!  
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Before we go to other memories submitted I will put in a few items sent in recently in 
response to items in recent newsletters. 
 
On Feb. 9th. I received an e-mail from Stewart Grainger: 
“JOHN PITMAN 
I enjoyed a lifelong “distant” friendship with John that was sustained by the Old 
Morganian’s Annual Dinner. I first met him at School when I was pupil and he was 
Laboratory Assistant in the Physics Department with “Oscar”. John joined us on the 
School trip to Konigswinter when we started our many visits to Germany. 
I next met John in London when he was a Sales Manager for Crypton in the City. I stayed 
with him in his flat in Dollis Hill when I visited London to see Shirley Pole who was training 
to be a nurse at the Royal Free Hospital. Our friendship was strained when I told the mother 
of his girlfriend that he had moved to Copenhagen. Apparently John moved there to escape 
the daughter, and her mother! 
John maintained a house in Bridgwater but his home was by the sea a short way north of 
Copenhagen. Lucky as ever, John joined a Danish company and married the boss’s 
daughter. I visited him in Denmark twice and met his family. Sadly his son Per was badly 
hurt in a riding accident whilst training for the Danish Team and was never able to take over 
the business from John. Per has visited Bridgwater often with his Dad. 
We always had lots to talk about as we shared interests in business, the military and 
commercial intelligence. When I was serving in the Royal Engineers he visited me in 
Detmold, Verden and Brussels. He also played the stock markets and went to bed with a 
radio plugged into his ear to catch the Asian markets before those in Europe opened. His 
workshop was in the garden of his home on the Kattegat. After selling his company he 
downsized into his former workshop. 
I will miss his annual visit to Bridgwater and our chat at the Old Morganian’s Dinner. 
Best Wishes, Stewart Grainger, 24 Studley Crescent, New Barn, Longfield, Kent, DA3 
7JL, 01474 706659  07770 660648  ssgrainger@btinternet.com ” 
Many thanks for that, Stewart. 
 
E-mail from Dick Raymond to Roger Richards 10 Oct. 2017: 
 
Hi Roger, 
Just to let you know that there is an item and photograph of Brian and Harold in this weeks 
Mercury which mentions our dinner within the text. Well done! As most of us know it isn’t 
easy to get things in the Mercury! Best regards, Dick
 
Those seem to be the only items not yet printed in the Newsletters, but if you have sent in a 
comment or article which I haven't printed please do let me know. I am aware that I have 
articles from Mike Berry, the late Michael Pitman, (both those are in paper copies to be re-
typed) and Anthony Hitchcock still to start, as well as Ray Haines memoirs still to continue, 
which  I will do now, continuing from the March 2018 OM Newsletter: 
 

 “The news that a self-build open-air pool was planned to be built on 
site was most welcomed by those of us who had suffered the trek to the 
pathetic town pool near Blake Gardens. I think the project may have been the 
brainchild of Charlie Key. He had been a Cambridge Blue at rowing (a 
photograph with him in it dated 1926 graced a wall in his office). Maybe then 
an affinity to water, prompted the whole idea. I believe the work began with 
the digging of the hole to house the pool, which I assume would have been 
carried out by a contractor. As further work was carried out, some of it with 
boys and often under his supervision, Charlie seemingly had unbounded 
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enthusiasm. I do remember my class undertaking various tasks, with added bonus of missing 
lessons and often under Charlie’s supervision. Looking back now I sometimes wonder if those 
occasions were when a teacher was absent and Charlie seized the opportunity to offer cover and 
pursue some of the required tasks. A couple of the tasks I can clearly recall. One of those was 
painting a large tank, possibly acquired from an old tanker lorry. This tanker was destined to become 
the container for the filtration system. The system itself was to be through pebbles of varying sizes, 
also presumably fine gravel in its final process. To this end boys were regularly asked to bring in 
pebbles and to deposit them in an allocated location near the pool area. Another of the tasks in 
which I was at times involved taking pebbles from the main source and grading them into smaller 
heaps according to size. The bulk of pebbles which boys brought in would no doubt have come from 
those who lived in or near the coastal area to the west side of the town. No pebbles in Brent Knoll 
where I lived or from my nearby beaches, which were all sand and/or mud; so my contribution thus 
far was nil. However I did eventually produce some pebbles resulting from two half-day field trips 
(rare occasions in those days). I cannot recall in which order they came but one of them, under the 
supervision of Jack Lawrence was to Lilstock. There a dock was constructed and houses built into 
the cliff-face; there was even a pub. This small port of Lilstock thrived in the mid to late 19th century. 
I have seen photographs, and although now derelict the remains are clearly visible to this day. My 
memory of this History trip is not of the history of Lilstock, but rather the collection of pebbles for the 
pool. Before setting off on the coach journey each boy was provided with a wooden box, which I 
think may have been a seed tray. Having completed the field study aspect of the trip we were split 
into small groups. Each group was instructed to collect pebbles of various sizes prior to the journey 
home. By this time we all understood the purpose of the boxes. I wonder what the prime reason was 
for the field trip! 

The other field trip, Geography this time was supervised by ‘Cuckoo’ Packer, was to Kilve 
beach to study its geology. Much of the geology content, since I cannot recall it, must have passed 
over my head. The trip concluded with a pebble collection. The prime reason for the trip? – draw 
your own conclusions. 

(NOTE – In later years, as a teacher, having taken pupils from my own school and residents 
at Kilve Court and Camp to both locations on numerous occasions, I learned a lot and gained many 
hours of enjoyment.) 

The final official opening of the completed pool was commemorated by some sort of opening 
ceremony. Although I do not recall any details of this, I do remember the boys assembled around the 
pool surround to witness proceedings and that it was a cold blustery day:-  

Questions 
- Who officially declared the pool open? 
- Who took the first official plunge? Was it Mal? If not, then who? 
- Was the photograph which appeared in an earlier Newsletter taken on that day? 
- Were we one of the earliest state schools in Somerset to have its own pool? 
- Did we have our pool up and running before the Bridgwater Lido was built? 
 
There must be people who have answers to the above questions. Mal Davis and Bernard 

Storer probably knew, but there must be Old Morganians who may have answers. Whatever the 
case there must be many ex-pupils who learned to swim in that pool. I could just about manage a 
width or so of doggy paddle in the beginning. By the time I left I could comfortably manage several 
lengths of front and back crawl and (after a fashion) a little bit of breast stroke – thanks to Mal, this all 
helped a great deal with the swimming aspect of my course at St Luke’s. Surely it is without doubt 
that the whole venture was a great success. 

Two of the three science disciplines were, and to a large extent still are, a mystery to me. I 
was useless. In Physics I was always at or very near the bottom of the class in exams. The 
mathematical elements required in physics didn’t help as I was useless at that also. Oscar Brydon 
was our teacher for this in our first two years. What was perceived to be his resemblance to the 
character from ‘The Eagle’ comic book gave him ‘The Mekon’ nickname. In truth I took a dislike to 
the man, probably with good reason for doing so. My inability at the subject no doubt had much to do 
with this, but in all honesty I don’t recall a lot of help from him to improve my poor performance. In 
the 3rd year we had Len Morley as our physics teacher and what a different experience this proved 
to be (for me at any rate). He was a super chap, always willing to listen and to help those who 
struggled. Unfortunately this was to no avail in my case and I continued to fail miserably. 

Chemistry for me was not much better. We had Gerald ‘George’ Cudlipp for this subject, and 
although I got on well with him his subject was a different matter. Along the shelves on the side walls 
of the lab were bottles and jars of varying sizes containing liquids, crystals and powders. Some of 
these chemicals, many of which had what to me were weird and mysterious names must have been 
somewhat hazardous as we were often instructed to take great care in the handling of certain 
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chemicals. For practical experiments the recollection is of working in groups of three. Various 
chemicals would be taken from the shelves to the workbench. My two colleagues were Don Brown 
(now sadly deceased) and Peter Jones (I don’t know what became of him). Mixtures were put 
together & sometimes heated by Bunsen burner. Sometimes there were changing colours, fumes, 
bubbling and smells resulting from the concoctions; not a lot of this made much sense to me. In my 
group none of the three of us were any good at the subject. Although ably abetted by Don and I, 
Peter who had something of the rebel in him, would add a bit of this or that, anything really – “Lets 
see what happens!” The fact that no serious accident occurred was possibly due to luck more than 
judgment. Though I don’t recall it, the writing up of our results often bore little resemblance to what 
they should have been. 

Biology was a very different story. To me it was more relevant to the world I lived in; as such 
this stimulated my interest in the subject. In the first year or two our teacher was ‘Skid’ Skilton who 
was quite a character as well as being something of a comedian. Though nothing to do with Biology 
an abiding memory of him was that he was the first person I saw wear a tie with a pre tied knot with a 
piece of elastic attached to secure it around and under his shirt collar. He would walk into the lab, 
pull his tie, and release it to snap back into position. As you can imagine this humorous action was 
actually encouraged by the boys and ‘Skid’, more often than not obliged. He left the school and 
emigrated (I think to Canada). 

After ‘Skid’ left we had Bernard Storer as our Biology teacher. His wealth of knowledge, not 
only for the subject, but of Somerset and the Levels was immense, as we all know. I for one found 
him to be inspirational and by the time I had to drop the subject my exam results had improved to the 
point where I was placed somewhere about mid-table in the class. But option choices when it came 
to choosing subjects for ‘O’ level were much more limited than they are now for pupils nowadays 
opting for G.C.S.E. subjects. Our simple choice in those days was ‘Arts’ or ‘Science’. Since I was 
unable to cope with the other two Science disciplines I had to go for the Arts options.  As such I had 
to drop Biology. Although very disappointing at the time, all was not lost. In my first year at college 
we studied Human Biology as an integral part of the P.E. course. We were then offered the 
opportunity to sit an ‘O’ level exam in the subject and I achieved a good grade. Thank you Bernard.”  
To be continued. Thank you for all that Ray. 
 
R.I.P. Brian  Haggett (DMS 1951 – 56) 
On 16th April we learnt of the death, sometime in February, of my classmate Brian Haggett. 
He had had heart problems in 2017 with surgery at St. Bart's Hospital, London, but had 
returned home in October and was feeling much better and eating well. We have no other 
details. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE OLD MORGANIANS Website Address is drmorgans.com and it has been 
totally updated by its producer, Greg Kett, son of DMS Old Boy, the late Clive Kett. Greg runs Ravenswood 
Media. 
 
Old Morganians President: Bryan Lancastle. 
Old Morganians Committee: Treasurer  Mike Dodden  01278 423890 mob: 07540052982 e-mail: 
mdodden@aol.com ;  
Secretary: Roger Richards, 3 The Crescent, Corsham, Wilts, SN13 9FT. 01249 716263  rognsue@hotmail.co.uk  
Minutes Sec: Tony Wilkins. Chairman: Bill King 01278 456405; Dick Raymond 01278 686509, Colin Brown; 
Brian Scott; Ralph Sealey. 
NB: Contact Mike Dodden if you require a 2018 membership/dinner application form. 
 
Material For Newsletter. Please write, phone, or e-mail, to Geoff Marchant, 37 Mendip Road, Yatton, North Somerset, BS49 
4HR. Tel: 01934 834550  E-mail: Please send to yattonmarchants2010@hotmail.co.uk   Photos can be sent to this e-mail 
address.  Thanks for all contributions to the newsletter – do please keep them coming. I especially need career / life history 
articles and reminiscences of the old school days. Geoff. Marchant, Newsletter Editor 
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